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Whatever the offshore maintenance challenge, 

Sherwin-Williams is committed providing 

innovative protective coatings to help you stay 

competitive. Whether you’re looking for a coating 

that provides faster return to service, corrosion under 

insulation (CUI) protection, heat tolerance, passive 

fi re protection (PFP) or superior splash zone wear 

resistance, we have a solution for you.

Offshore Maintenance
We Understand Your Challenges 
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Offshore assets are exposed to the harshest of 

environments and ever evolving performance 

challenges, such as increasing process temperature 

and pressures to cope with new deep and ultra 

deep water E&P activity. At the same time, owners 

and operators are looking to extend the service 

life of offshore assets much beyond the 

original design life.
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 ■ Innovative humidity and surface tolerant coating systems 
provide extended durability in fabric maintenance under a 
broader range of application conditions including Ultra High 
Pressure (UHP) water jetting.

 ■ Best in class protection for areas exposed to mechanical 
wear, thanks to many years of fi eld and formulation 
experience servicing the development of splash zone linings, 
glass fi lled epoxies and deck coatings.

 ■ Latest generation CUI solutions are specially suited for fi eld 
application during operation. 

 ■ Next generation of hydrocarbon PFP and insulation materials 
feature reduced loadings and extended approvals covering a 
wider range of steel sections for more fl exible design.



Five key technologies for Offshore Maintenance

■ Improved inert multypolymeric matrix technology

■ Protection up to 650ºC, applicable over hot steel
surfaces up to 260ºC

■ A class on its own, beating previous CUI
protection benchmarks

■ Fast drying at ambient temperature

■ Improved mechanical resistance

■ Surface tolerant.

■ High build single-coat application up to 1000 microns

■ Moisture and surface tolerance

■ Cures underwater, quick return to immersion
after application.

■ The solution when mechanical wear protection is a must

■ User friendliness for maintenance or new build projects

■ High build single coat application possible

■ Surface tolerance

■ High build brushing maintenance version available
with aluminium.

■ High durability now possible in maintenance too

■ No dew point restrictions

■ Solvent-free and edge retentive

■ The best system for Ultra High Pressure (UHP) 
water jetting

■ Can be applied over damp surfaces

■ Superior adhesion regardless the steel roughness profi le.

■ Next generation M90 – full approvals with lower loads

■ Unbeatable fi eld and lab durability and 
performance evidence

■ No corrosion under PFP, no cracking, no weight issues

■ Application friendly.

Heat-Flex 1200
Next generation CUI protection

Dura-plate 154 
Abrasion resistant splash zone tolerant epoxy

Epigrip M922 
Best in class high solids multipurpose 
glass fi lled epoxy

Dura-Plate 301
Highest moisture and surface tolerance

FIRETEX®

Leading passive fi re protection (PFP) technology

Approvals 

Independently tested on structural steel, the FIRETEX® hydrocarbon series has been tested to 

ISO 834, UL 1709 (Rapid Rise Fire Test), and IMO 794(18) (decks and bulkheads), and is fully 

compliant with NORSOK M-501 and ISO 20340. 

Sherwin-Williams has Norsok approvals in place for a growing number of protective systems.



Case Study: The World’s Largest Semi Submersible

Challenge: The coatings on a large offshore semi submersible were severely failing. The exposed metal and paint debris 

on the heliport and deck were a health and safety concern, causing the owner, an oil major, to seek consultation on how to 

remove and replace the paint. Three challenges needed to be overcome. First, the product removal couldn’t be done using 

abrasive blasting. Second, the project could not disrupt the daily fl ight schedule. Third, this was taking place offshore Gulf of 

Mexico under very high humidity conditions at night. 
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Solution: Dura-Plate 301 was recommended, tested and selected for 

the job. This moisture tolerant, solvent free epoxy is easily applied over 

damp, UHP water jetted, low profi le surfaces without compromising 

adhesion and without dew point restrictions. Over a period of 14 nights, 

the heliport was recoated allowing for fl ights to occur freely throughout 

the day. The decks were coated shortly thereafter. The success of this 

application convinced the client to extend the use of this technology 

for many more areas of the platform, where Dura-Plate 301 was further 

applied with excellent results.

Pull off adhesion surpassing 25 
MPa/3500 psi over UHP.

Impossible to detach the dolly 
within pulloff equipment range.
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Your Asset Protection Partner

With nearly 150 years experience in the coatings industry, Sherwin-Williams understands how critical it is that your coating 

investment gives you reliable, cost-effective, and long lasting protection in the most demanding of environments. Whether 

you need coatings to enhance personal safety, prevent corrosion, or provide passive fi re protection, look to Sherwin-Williams, 

we’re your reliable, consistent, quality assured, single source of supply.

The Sherwin-Williams Difference. We know that providing you with more than just product is what makes 

Sherwin-Williams different. Offering you a complete solution – from a comprehensive product offering to industry expertise – 

when it comes to protecting your infrastructure assets look to Sherwin-Williams, your asset protection partner.


